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This paper shows what is really happening in Picard-Vessiot theory. Our Hopf 
algebraic approach simplifies and generalizes the theory. Among other things the 
generalization gives a Picard-Vessiot theory for positive characteristic, for fields 
with not necessarily commuting derivations, and even for fields with (a set of) 
higher derivations. ( 1989 Academic Press, inc 
INTRODUCTION 
The Picard-V~ssiot theory is a Galois theory of linear differential 
equations. Given a linear homogeneous differential equation 
D( y) = y’“’ + (2, y’” ’ 1 + “. +a,,-, y’+a,y=O 
with coefficients in an ordinary differential field K of characteristic 0 with 
an algebraically closed field of constants k, there is an extension of 
ordinary differential fields L/K which is uniquely determined up to differen- 
tial isomorphism and may be called the splitting field for the equation. L 
has the same field of constants k and contains an n-dimensional k-vector 
space of solutions of D(y) = 0 generating L over K. Such an extension is 
called a Picard-Vessiot extension. The group of differential automorphisms 
of L/K, say G(L/K), forms a linear algebraic group over k as a closed sub- 
group of linear transformations of the space of solutions. The linear 
algebraic group plays the role of the Galois group. There is a l-1 
correspondence between differential fields L 2 M 2 K and closed subgroups 
G(L/M) of G(L/K). One can tell whether L is obtained from K by a finite 
number of steps, each of which is a finite algebraic extension, or the 
adjunction of an integral, or the adjunction of an exponential of an 
integral, by knowing the connected component of G(L/K). See [S, Chap. V; 
6, Chap. VI] for details. In the latter the theory is presented in the context 
of partial differential fields as part of more general extensions which 
Kolchin calls strongly normal. 
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This paper gives a Hopf algebraic approach to the Picard-Vessiot 
theory. We assume the reader has a minimal knowledge of Hopf algebras 
contained in [l] or [8]. We will not assume any knowledge of algebraic 
groups except for the identification of aftine group schemes with the 
representing commutative Hopf algebras (see [ 10, 111). 
Our theory is developed in the context of C-ferential fields, a natural 
generalization of partial differential fields, d-fields [3], and fields with a 
higher derivation of finite or infinite length. We fix a cocommutative 
coalgebra C over a fixed base field R with a specified group-like 1 c. A 
C-ferential field means a field extension K/R together with an R-linear map 
$:CQ,K+K such that (C,$) measures K to K [8, p. 1393 and 
$(lc@x)=x, XEK. 
We define Picard-Vessiot extensions intrinsically as follows: An exten- 
sion of C-ferential fields L/K is called Picard-Ve/essiot if the fields have the 
same field of constants, say k, and if there is a C-ferential subring A c L 
containing K such that L is the quotient field of A and the C-ferential 
K-algebra A OK A is generated by A OK K and H= (A OK A),, the sub- 
algebra of constants. The C-ferential subring A is uniquely determined by 
this condition and called the principal C-ferential algebra of the extension. 
The A-coring structure on A OK A [9] induces a Hopf algebra structure on 
H over k, and it is called the Hopf algebra of the extension. 
For an extension of C-ferential fields L/K, L @ K L has the structure of a 
C-ferential L-coring, and there is a l-l correspondence between inter- 
mediate C-ferential fields of L and K and C-ferential coideals of L QK L. 
This is a direct consequence of Sweedler’s fundamental correspondence 
theorem [9, Theorem 2.1, p. 3951. Assume L/K is a Picard-Vessiot exten- 
sion with Hopf algebra H. As a result we show there is a l-l carrespon- 
dence between intermediate C-ferential fields and Hopf ideals of H (2.7). If 
the intermediate C-ferential field M corresponds to a Hopf ideal I, then 
L/M is a Picard-Vessiot extension with Hopf algebra H/Z (2.8). In some 
places of the theory we must assume the coalgebra C is pointed irreducible. 
If C is pointed irreducible, then any localization A[S -‘I of a commutative 
C-ferential ring A has an induced C-ferential structure (1.9). Based on this 
fact, if C is pointed irreducible, it follows that there is a l-l correspondence 
between Hopf subalgebras of H and intermediate C-ferential fields of the 
extension which are Picard-Vessiot over K (2.9). By restating these results 
in terms of affine group schemes, we get the standard Galois theory for 
Picard-Vessiot extensions of C-ferential fields which looks similar to [6, 
Theorems 3, 4, pp. 398, 400; 5, Theorem 5.9, p. 381. 
Giving a system of linear differential equations over a given differential 
field K is equivalent to presenting a differential K-module by generators and 
relations. From this viewpoint, we will clarify the intimate relationship 
between Picard-Vessiot extensions and C:ferential modules in Sections 3 
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and 4. In both sections, we assume the coalgebra C is pointed irreducible. 
By a C-ferential module over a given C-ferential field K, we mean a 
K-vector space V together with an R-linear map 4: CO R V+ V satisfying 
some measuring-like condition (1.2) and d( 1 & u) = u, v E I’. Assume V has 
finite dimension n over K. If L/K is an extension of C-ferential fields, then 
the space of all K, C-linear maps f: V-r L has dimension at most n over 
L,, the field of constants in L. We say L/K is a splitting field for V if the 
dimension is equal to n. If further L is generated over K by the images f(V) 
for all K, C-linear maps ,f: V -+ L, we say L/K is a minimal splitting field 
for V. 
Let L/K be an extension of C-ferential fields having the same field of 
constants. It is a finitely generated Picard-Vessiot extension if and only if it 
is a minimal splitting field for a C-ferential K-module V of linite dimension 
over K, and if this is the case, the C-ferential K-module V can be taken to 
be cyclic (3.3). (This corresponds to the fact in the standard Picard-Vessiot 
theory that the number of variables of the involved linear differential 
equations can be taken equal to 1 [6, p. 4113.) 
We say a C-ferential K-module is locally finite if each of its cyclic 
C-ferential K-submodules has a finite dimension over K. It follows that an 
extension of C-ferential fields L/K having the same constant field is Picard- 
Vessiot if and only if it is a minimal splitting field for some locally hnite 
C-ferential K-module (3.5). 
Last Section 4 deals with the existence and uniqueness of minimal 
splitting fields for a C-ferential module of finite dimension over a given 
C-ferential field K. Kolchin solves this question with the assumption that K 
is of characteristic 0 and has an algebraically closed field of constants [6, 
Proposition 13, p. 4121. The assumption on characteristic is combined with 
smoothness of the irreducible bialgebra T(C +), the tensor algebra on 
C ’ = Ker(&). We show if the bialgebra T(C’) is a Birkhoff- Witt coalgebra 
(this is the case in characteristic 0), then Kolchin’s existence and 
uniqueness theorem is true for C-fercntial fields. Let V be a C-ferential 
K-module of finite dimension over a given C-ferential field K having an 
algebraically closed field of constants. Assume the bialgebra T(C + ) is a 
Birkhoff-Witt coalgebra. There is a finitely generated Picard-Vessiot 
extention L/K which is a minimal splitting field for V (4.5), and such an 
extension is determined uniquely up to C-ferential isomorphism (4.6). 
In addition to d-fields (including usual partial differential fields) in 
characteristic 0, this result is true for fields with a higher derivation of cc 
length in arbitrary characteristic. 
In the Appendix we show the Picard-Vessiot group scheme of a 
PicarddVessiot extension L/K is naturally isomorphic to the automorphism 
group scheme of the principal C-ferential algebra. 
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1. C-FERENTIAL ALGEBRAS AND MODULES 
We fix a base field R throughout the paper. A vector space, an algebra, a 
coalgebra, 0, and Horn mean an R-vector space, an R-algebra, an R- 
coalgebra, @ R, and Horn R, respectively. 
All algebras are commutative unless otherwise stated. 
We fix a cocommutative coalgebra C with a specified group-like 1 c. 
(1.0) DEFINITION. A C-ferential algebra means an algebra A together 
with a linear map $: C@ A -+ A such that the following hold for c E C, 
a, aEA: 
Conditions (1) and (2) mean ($, C) measures A to A [8, Sect. 7.0, 
p, 1393, or we have an algebra map 
p:A+Hom(C,A), @-Pa 
with $(~@a) =p,(c). Here, Hom(C, A) is an algebra under convolution 
product [S, Sect. 4.0, p. 691. Condition (3) means p,( 1 c) = a. 
(1.1) EXAMPLES. If the coalgebra C has a base consisting of 1 c and a 
primitive element, then a C-ferential algebra is an algebra A with a 
derivation d,: A --) A, i.e., an ordinary differential algebra. If C has a base 
consisting of 1 c and a set of primitive elements A, then a C-ferential 
algebra is an algebra A with a set of derivations 6,: A + A, 6 E A, i.e., a 
A-algebra in the sense of [3, p. 33. If C has a base which forms a sequence 
of diuided powers, then a C-ferential algebra is an algebra A with a higher 
derivation di: A -+ A, i = I, 2, . . . [8, pp. 140, 2681. 
When (A, $) is a C-ferential algebra, we will write I(/(c @ a) = c(a), c E C, 
aeA. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. Let A be a C-ferential algebra. A ~-fe~e~t~a~ 
A-module is an A-module A4 together with a linear map 4: CO M + M, 
&c @ x) = c(x), such that the following hold for c E C, a E A, x E M: 
(1) c(ax)=C,~,c,,,(a)c,,,(x), 
(2) 1 (.(x) =x. 
The reader will see at once what is really a C-ferentiai A-module in each 
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case of (1.1). For instance in the second case, the condition telIs that we are 
given a family of linear maps 
such that 6 ,+,(cIx) =fi,4(a)x + a6 M(~~), a E A, .X E M. Thus the concept of a 
C-ferential module is a generaIization of differential modules. 
When C acts on a vector space V, we put 
If A is a C-ferential algebra, A, is a subalgebra of A, and if M is a C-feren- 
tial A-module, M, is an A,-module. By a C-jerential field, we mean a 
C-ferential algebra which is a field. If K is a C-ferential field, K, is a sub- 
field of K. 
If L/K is an extension of C-ferential fields, then L, and K are linearly 
disjoint over K, [S, Lemma 10.2.2, p. 2111. In fact, the proof can be 
modified to yield the following: 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. Let M be u C-~~r~~t~~l odui~ over a C~~~r~ntiai 
j?eEd K. Then K and M, are linearly disjoint over K,, i.e., the.foliowing map 
is ~ff~~~tive: 
The tensor algebra T(C ’ ) on C * = Ker(&) has a unique bialgebra struc- 
ture such that the inclusion C -+ T(C+), 1 c’ ++ 1 and identity on C +, is a 
coalgebra map. If A is a C-ferential algebra, then by extending the C-action 
to a left T( C+ )-module action, we see it becomes a T( C’ )-mod& algebra 
[S, Sect. 7.2, p. 1531. The T( C+ )-module action yields a canonical algebra 
map (see above (1.1)) 
$: A -+ Hom(T(C’), A). 
Here, one sees Horn{ T(C +), A) has the structure of a T(C +)-module 
algebra given by h(f)=foh, with right multiplication h,, hot, 
SE Horn{ T( C+ ), A), and 6 is a map of T(C+)-iodide algebras. The con- 
stants Hom( T( C’ ), A j0 consist of all maps UE: h t-+ &(/~)a,  E A. We let A 
act on Hom( T(C +), A) through the algebra map 6 to get a C-ferential 
A-module Hom(T(C +), A)$. Applying (1.3) in case A = K. a C-ferential 
field, to the C-ferential K-module M = Hom( T(C+ ), K)@, we get the 
following: 
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(1.4) COROLLARY. Let K be a C-ferential field. There is a K-linear 
injection 
fi: K@,K+Hom(T(C+), K), /?(a@cc)=a.p,. 
This injection is used to generalize the Wronskian criterion [S, 
Theorem 3.7, p. 21; 6, Theorem 1, p. 861 which plays a role in the theory of 
differential fields. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let a,, . . . . a, be elements in a C-ferentialfield K. The 
elements are linearly independent over K, if and only if there are n elements 
h,, . . . . h, in T(C+) such that the K-valued matrix (hi(ai)) has an inverse. 
Proof. “If” part. If x, a,cl, = 0 with c(, E K,, then C, h,(ai)cr, = 0 for all i. 
Hence cI, = ... =cc,=O. 
“Only if” part. Put W = C, KOa,, an n-dimensional K,-vector space. 
The K-linear injection (1.4) 
/?: K@,+ W-+Hom(T(C+), K)=Hom.(K@T(C+), K) 
induces a K-linear surjection 
KOT(C+)+Hom,(K@,, W, K)=Hom,,(W, K). 
Since n = dim K0 W, this means there are n elements h , , . . . . h, in T(C + ) such 
that {hiI ,}I <r<n form a K-base for Horn,& W, K). The K-isomorphism 
K” % Hom,(W, K)% K 
is precisely the right multiplication of matrix (hj(u,)). It follows that the 
matrix has an inverse. Q.E.D. 
Let A be a C-ferential algebra. If the linear map 
C-+EndA, c-4 1, 
where c( ) is the action of CE C, has an inverse in the (non-commutative) 
algebra Hom(C, End A), the inverse is written as 
C-+EndA, CHC[ ] 
and the C-ferential algebra A is called invertible. An invertible C-ferential 
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A-module is defined in an obvious manner. The inverse action c[ 1, c E C, 
is characterized by 
~c,,,(c,*,C~lt=&(~)~=~~,,,Cc,*,(~)ll CEC,QEA. 
((‘1 (1 1 
(1.6) PROPOSITION. Let A he an invertible C-ferential algebra. 
(a) The inverse action makes A into a C-ferential algebra. 
(b) Let M be an invertible C-ferential A-module. The inverse action 
makes it into a C~ferentiaI module over the inverse C-fere~tial afgebra A. 
ProqjI Part (a) is, a result of the following sigma notational com- 
putation: Let c E C, u, CL E A. We have 
Similarly, we have c[l] = s(c)1 and 1 &a] = a. Part (b) is similar. QED. 
(1.7) EXAMPLE. Assume C is a pointed irreducible coalgebra [8, 
Sect. 8.0, p. 1571. For any algebra A, f~ Hom(C, A) is invertible if and 
only if f( 1 c) is a unit in A [S, Lemma 9.2.3, p, 1941. It follows that any 
C-ferential algebras and modules are invertible if the coalgebra C is pointed 
irreducible. 
Let A -+ B be a map of C-ferential algebras. Let V (resp. W) be a 
C-ferential A- (resp. B-) module. Horn A( V, W) is a B-module. 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. Assume the C-firential aigebra A and the C-fetential 
module V are invertible. For c E C and f E Horn ,J V, W), let 
c(f): Y-+ w, v-c cc,,U(q:,C~l)l- (( 1 
(a) c(f) is A-linear. 
(b) With the action c( ), CE C, Hom,( V, W) is a C-ferential 
B-module. 
(c) c(f) = &(c)f for all c E C if and only if f is C-linear. Thus we have 
Hom,f V, W), = Horn,& V, W). 
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(d) If B is afield, there is a natural B-linear injection 
B@, Horn,& V, IV) + Hom,( I’, W). 
Proof: (a) For a EA, u E V, we have 
=a C ~df(c,&l)) 
( 
. 
Cc) > 
This means c(f) is A-linear. 
(b) For b E B, u E V, we have 
g C~~,(~f(CO,C~l)) =; C(I ,(h) cczMcc3,Cul)). 
< 
This means c(bf) = C,c, c,,) (b) cc2,(f). We have 1 c(f) = f, too. 
(c) If f is C-linear, we have for UE I’ 
Conversely, if c(f) = .s(c).f or all c E C, we have 
f(c(u)) =c 4C,lJf(C,Z,(U)) ((.I 
= c C,,,(f(c,,,Cc,~,(u)l))= c(f(o)). 
(cl 
(d) Follows from (c) and (1.3). Q.E.D. 
If A (resp. K) is an ordinary differential algebra (resp. field) and S c A is 
a multiplicatively closed subset (resp. L/K is a separable algebraic exten- 
sion of fields), then it is well known that the derivation of A (resp. K) can 
be uniquely extended to a derivation of A [S ‘1 (resp. L). The next two 
propositions give a generalization of this unique extension property. 
(I .9) PROPOSITION. Assume the coalgebra C is pointed irreducible. Let A 
be a C-ferential algebra, and let SC A be a multiplicatiuely closed subset. 
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The locaf~~atio~ A [S ‘1 has a unique structure of a C-ferentiaI algebra such 
that the canonical map A + A[S _ ‘1 is C-linear. 
Pro@ Consider the composite 
A --% Hom(C, A)-- Hom(C, A[S ‘I). 
For SE S, p,( 1 (.) = s is a unit in A[S - ‘3, hence p, is invertible in the 
algebra Hom( C, A[ S ‘1) ( 1.7). We have an induced algebra map 
A[S-‘1 -+ Hom(C, A[S -‘I). 
One sees this determines a C-ferential structure on A[S ‘1 satisfying the 
required property. Q.E.D. 
(1.10) PROPOSITION. Assume the coalgebra C is pointed irreducible. Let 
K be a C-ferential field, and let L/K be a separable algebraic extension of 
fields. There is a unique C-ferential structure on L extending the structure 
of K. 
Proof. We may assume C over R and L over K are finite dimensional. 
(C is a union of finite-dimensional subcoaigebras [S, p. 461.) Hom(C, L) is 
a unite-dimensional K-algebra through the composite 
K 4 Hom(C, K) G Hom(C, L) 
as structure. There is a surjective K-algebra map 
TC: Hom(C, L) -+ L, m=f(lC) 
with nilpotent kernel. Since L/K is separable, there is a unique subalgebra 
SC Hom(C, L) containing p(K) such that 
Hom(C, L)=S@Ker(x) 
by the Wedderburn-~al~ev theorem (Curtis-Reiner, (72.19), p. 491). This 
means there is a unique algebra map 
pL: L -+ Hom(C, L) 
extending p such that II 0 pL = id. This yields the required extension of the 
C-ferential structure. Q.E.D. 
It is possible to develop a theory of non-commutatiue C-ferential algebras 
without assuming the cocommutativity of C. In (1.3) to (1.5), K is a 
C-ferential division aIgebra. Proposition (1.3) is valid for a left C-ferential 
K-module M, (1.4) is valid as it stands, and (1.5) should read as follows: 
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The elements a,, . . . . a, in K are right K&nearly independent if and only if 
there are h,, . . . . h, in T(C ‘) such that the K-valued matrix (hi(a,)) has an 
inverse. In (1.6), if A is an invertible C-ferential algebra and M an inver- 
tible C-ferential left or right A-module, then the inverse action makes A 
into a Cop-ferential algebra and M into Cop-ferential left or right module 
over it. Finally, to understand (1.8), we assume we are given a C-ferential 
module V, and a C-ferential bimodule *WA for C-ferential algebras A, B. If 
A and V are invertible, then the described action makes Horn-,( V, W) 
into a left C-ferential B-module. 
It is also possible to develop the theory over a commutative ring instead 
of the field R. 
2. GALOIS CORRESPONDENCE FOR PICARD-VESSIOT EXTENSIONS 
C is a fixed cocommutative coalgebra with a specified group-like 1 c. We 
give a formal definition of Picard-Vessiot extensions, abbreviated as PV 
extensions, of C-ferential fields from a Hopf algebraic viewpoint. We define 
the (commutative) Hopf algebra of a PV extension and present a l-l 
correspondence between Hopf ideals and intermediate C-ferential fields. A 
key role is played by the fundamental correspondence theorem of Sweedler 
[9, Theorem 2.1, p. 3951. We start by recalling the theorem. 
Let L/K be an extension of fields. Then L OK L has the structure of an 
L-coring [9, Definition 1.1, p, 3921: 
A:L@.L+(L@.L)@,(L@,L)=L@,L@.L, 
A(x@y)=x010~, 
E:L@KL+L, E(X @ y) = Xy. 
(2.0) THEOREM [9, Theorem 2.11. (a) Zf M is an intermediate field of 
L/K, then 
J,=Ker(LO.L+L@,L) 
is a coideal of L @ K L. 
(b) If J is a coideal of L 0 K L, then 
M,={xELlx@l-l@xmodJ} 
is an intermediate field of LJK. 
(c) JH M, and MH JM establish a l-l correspondence between the 
coideals of L OK L and the intermediate fields of L/K. 
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Let L/K be an extension of C-ferential fields. Let C act on LOr L by 
c(~oY)=~c~,,(x)oc,z,(Y)~ c E c, x, y E L. 
IO 
This makes it a C-ferential L-bimodule and A, E become C-linear. In this 
sense we may call L OK L a C-ferential L-coring. By a C-ferential coidal we 
mean a C-stable coideal. 
(2.1) COROLLARY. If L/K is an extension of C-ferentialfields, there is a 
1-l correspondence JH M, and MH J,,, between the C-ferential coideals J
of L @ K L and the intermediate C-ferential fields M of L/K. 
Let A be a C-ferential algebra containing a C-ferential field K. A 0 K A 
is a C-ferential algebra over K and the A-coring structure maps A, E 
are C-ferential algebra maps. Let H= (A OK A),,, a K,-subalgebra. The 
inclusion H + A OK A induces a natural map 
whose image is in (A Or A Or A),,. Similarly, there is a natural map 
HOKoHOKgHj(AOKAOKAOKA)o, etc. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. Assume 
0) &=A,, 
(ii) H@,Hs (A@.A@.A)o, 
(iii) HO, HO, H+(A@,A@,AOKA),, is injective. 
We have then: 
(a) The A-coring structure maps A, E on A 0 K A induce K,-algebra 
maps 
A:H+H@,,H, E: H-r K,. 
(b) (H, A, E) is a (commutative) Hopf algebra over K,. The antipose S 
is inducedfrom the twist map 
2:A@rA+A@rA, t(a@b)=bOa. 
Proof (a) The C-ferential algebra map E : A OK A + A induces a K,- 
algebra map E: H = (A OK A),, + K, = A,,. Similarly, one sees A induces A 
by using assumption (ii). 
(b) The coassociativity of A follows from that of A by assumption 
(iii). The counitary property is easy. Hence H is a K,-bialgebra. Let 
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S: W+ H be the map on constants induced by L We show 
f* S= UE = S * 1, with U: K, -+ U the unit map. One sees the &-algebra 
map 
is the map on constants induced from the C-ferential K-algebra map 
Hence Fo A is induced from 
FoA:A@,A--% AI’A@,A, 
where I,(a) = a 0 1. Since I, induces the unit u by assumption (i), it follows 
that we have I * S = Fo A = UE. Similarly we have S * I= us, i.e., S is the 
antipode of H. Q.E.D. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. An extension of C-ferential fields L/K is called a PV 
(Picard-Vessiot) extension if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) L,=K,. 
(ii) There is a C-ferential subalgebra A c L containing K such that L 
is the quotient field of A and 
A@,A=A[.H, 
where A,= AOK K and H= (A@, A),. 
We will soon (2.5) see the C-ferential algebra A is uniquely determined 
by condition (ii). It is called the principal C-ferential algebra for the PV 
extension L/K. 
When L/K is a PV extension, we will write 
L,=&=k. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let L/K be a PV extension of C-ferentiaI~elds having A 
as a principal C-ferential algebra. Let H = (A 0 K A),. 
(a) We have an isomorphism 
p:AAOkH~A&A, p(a@h)= (a@ l).h. 
(b) Conditions (i) to (iii) of (2.2) are valid. Hence H has the structure 
of a Hopf algebra over k. 
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(c) Defk a k-algebra map 
i3:A+A@,H 
by condition p(e(a)) = 1 @a, n E A. Then (A, 0) is a right H-comoduk awed 
P -’ is the left A-linear map induced by 0. 
ProoJ (a) p is surjective by assumption, and injective as a restriction of 
an injective L-linear map L Ok H -+ L @ K A (I .3). 
(b) Part (if follows from K, = Lo. By using the p-isomorphism twice, 
we get 
A01,~~,H~~Ii30~AQkHf~pA~b;A~RA 
yielding (ii). Similarly, we see the map of (iii) is an isomorphism, too, 
(c) This is easy. Q.E.D. 
H is called the Hopf algebra of the PV extension L/K. 
(2.5) LEMMA. The principal C-ferential algebra is unique. 
Proof. Let A, B be two principal C-ferential algebras for the PV exten- 
sion L/K. Then AB is also a principal C-ferential algebra. We may assume 
A c B. Let H,, H, be the corresponding Hopf algebras. Then ,FI, c U, a 
Hopf subalgebra. Hence H,/H, is a fa~thf~~~~ flat extension by [lo, 
Theorem 3.1, p. 2537. The extension L @II B/L@ K A is identi~ed with 
LOk HB/L@, H, through the p-isomorphism (2.4)(a). It follows that B/A 
is a faithfully flat extension. Hence aA = al? n A for all a E A. For b E Z3, 
there is a # 0 E A with ab E A. Since ab E aB R A = aA, it follows that b E A, 
i.e., A = B. Q.E.D. 
We insert here some easy examples of PV extensions. 
(2.5a) EXAMPLES. Assume C is pointed irreducible. Let L/K be an 
extension of C-ferential fields with the same constant field k. An element 
x E L is said to be pr~rn~t~~e (resp. e~po~e~t~a~) over K (cf. f6, p. 4041) if 
c(x)EKforallcfC+ jresp.ifx#Oandc(x)x-‘EKforallEfC).IfxfL 
is primitive (resp. exponential) over ir, then K{x) is a C-ferentiaf subfiefd of 
L and K(x)/K is a PV extension with principai algebra 
A = K[x] (resp. K[x, x - ‘1) 
and Hopf algebra 
H=k[l] with I- 1 OKx-xOK 1, a primitive 
(resp. H=k[g, g-l] with g=x-‘@ Rx, a group-like). 
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Conversely, if L/K is a PV extension whose Hopf algebra H is generated 
by a primitive (resp. by a group-like and its inverse), then L = K(x) for 
some primitive (resp. exponential) x over K. This is an easy consequence of 
(2.9) and the following lemma (cf. [6, Corollary 2, p. 4271). 
(2.5b) LEMMA. Let L/K be an extension of fields. 
(a) If I is a primitive of the L-coring L 0 K L, there is x E L such that 
I= 1 oKx-xoK 1. 
(b) If g is a group-like of the L-coring L 0 K L, there is x # 0 E L such 
that g=x-‘0.x. 
(c) Let L/K be an extension of C-ferentialfields. In (a) (resp. (b)), the 
primitive I (resp. the group-like g) is a constant if and only if x is primitive 
(resp. exponential) over K. 
Parts (a) and (b) are proved by writing down 1 and g with an 
appropriate K-base for L (exercise). Part (c) is easy. 
The next example is seen to be universal (3.3). 
(2.5~) EXAMPLE. Assume C is pointed irreducible. Let L/K be an exten- 
sion of C-ferential fields with the same constant field k. An invertible 
matrix X= (x,.) E GL,(L) is called a GL,,-primitive over K (cf. [6, p. 4191) if 
c(X)X-‘EM,(K), where c(X)=(c(x,)), for all CEC. Let Y=X-‘=(y,,). 
We claim K(x,)/K is a PV extension with principal algebra A = K[x,,, y,,]. 
Assume c(X) = @(. X with Qc E M,(K) for c E C. The map c H Qc is linear 
sending 1 c to the identity matrix I. Let CH Y’, be its inverse (1.7). We 
claim c(Y)= Y.Y’,. for CEC. In fact, ct-+c(X).Y and CHX.C(Y) are 
inverses of each other. Since DC = c(X) . Y, it follows that 
Y,.=X.c(Y). 
This proves the claim. It follows that A is a C-ferential algebra. Hence its 
quotient field K(x,) is a C-ferential field. Next consider matrices 
which are inverses of each other. We claim the matrices have entries in 
H= (A OK A),. In fact, for c E C, 
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since di,. and Yy,. are K-valued matrices. Similarly, (1 OK Y)(X@ K 1) has 
entries in IX If we put 
(Y@Kl)(l@KX)=B~GLn(H), 
then we have 
1 OKX= (X0, I)& l@,Y=B-‘(YO.1) 
yielding condition (ii) of (2.3). Hence K(.x,,)/K is a PV extension with 
principal algebra A. If we write B= (b,) and BP’ = (b;), then 
H = k[b,, b;]. The coalgebra structure of H is determined by 
d(b,,) = i b,, O/c b,,, db,,) = 6,. 
,=l 
This follows easily from 
Q(-x,)= i -YisOk b,i, 
‘ =. I 
which is a restatement of 1 OK X= (X0,1 )B. 
We denote by *F(A) (resp. ,9,(B)) the set of all ideals (resp. C-ferential 
ideals) of an algebra A (resp. a C-ferential algebra B). For a mul- 
tiplicatively closed subset SC A, we think .$(.4[s -‘I) is a subset of 9(A) 
in an obvious way. Note that 
for S, T multiplicatively closed subsets of A. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let L/K be a PV extension of C-ferentiaE.fields with 
principal C-ferential algebra A and Hopf algebra H. 
(a} The map ~(H)+J$(L@, L), a,HaO.(L@K L) is bijectitle ~lit~l 
inverse a I--, a n H. 
(b) Under the correspondences a is a C-ferential c#ideal if and only if 
a, is a Hopf ideal. 
Proof (a) First we claim the map 
.a( H) + &( A Ok H), ao++AOk a, 
is injective with image Yc(LOk H) which is contained in !Yc(AOk H) since 
L is a localization of A. In fact, if IVc LOk H is a C-ferential L-sub- 
module, we see W= L Ok V for some k-subspace Yc H by applying (1.3) 
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to the quotient C-ferential L-module (LO, H)/W. It follows that 
a, H L Ok a, and a H a n H give rise to Y(H) N $-(L Ok H), yielding the 
claim since A Ok a, = (LOk ao) n (A Ok H). By means of p: A Ok H = 
A OK A (2.4)(a), we see the map 
Y(H) + -@AA Ok A), a,++a,.(AQ,A) 
is injective with image Y&L OK A). By symmetry, we see the image is equal 
to &(A@,L), too. Hence 9&L@, A)=&-(AOK L)=&(LO, L) in 
&(A OK A 1, proving (a). 
(b) L@,L@,L is a localization of A@.A@,A with HOk H= 
(A@, A@, A),. By the argument of (a), an ideal of HOk H corresponds 
bijectively with a C-ferential ideal of L OK L OK L. If a ++ a,, in (a), then 
obviously we have a OK L ++ a,Ok H and L OK a f-f HOk a,. It follows 
that a is a coideal of L OK L if and only if a, is a biideal of H. We know 
every biideal of a commutative Hopf algebra over a field is automatically a 
Hopf ideal [7, Theorem l(iv), p. 17913. Q.E.D. 
Corollary (2.1) and Proposition (2.6) give rise to the fundamental 
correspondence theorem for PV extensions (cf. [5, Theorem 5.9, p. 38; 
6, Theorem 3, p. 3981). 
(2.7) THEOREM. Let L/K be a PV extension of C-ferential fields with 
Hopf algebra H. There is a l-l correspondence between the Hopf ideals 
I c H and the intermediate C-ferential fields L 3 M 3 K given as follows: 
We give several consequences of the fundamental theorem. 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Let A be the principal C-ferential algebra for L/K. If 
I++ M in (2.7), then L/M is a PV extension with principal C-ferential 
algebra AM and Hopf algebra HJI. 
ProoJ: The image AM Q ,,,, AM = Im( A @ K A + L @ M L) satisfies con- 
dition (ii) of (2.3) for L/M, and we have I = Ker( H + AM@ M AM) 
yielding H/Z= (AM@, AM),. Q.E.D. 
Let H, c H be a Hopf subalgebra. Then H, is determined by the 
“normal” Hopf ideal I = H . H ,+ as 
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[ 10, Proof of Corollary 3.10, p. 2601. More generally, for a right 
H-comodule V with structure (T: V-+ VOk H, we put 
V,=(v~V~~(v)=v~lmodV~,Z}. 
It is easy to see V, = G -‘( VOk 17,) and a( V,) c V, Ok H,. 
(2.9) THEOREM. Assume the coalgehra C is pointed irreducible. Let L/K 
he a PV extension of C-ferential fields with principal C-ferential algebra A 
and Hopf algebra H. Let H, c H he a Hopf s&algebra. Define A, c A with 
respect to the comodule structure 0 (2.4)(c). 
(a) The quotient field L, of A, is a C-ferential field containing K, and 
L,IK is a PV extension with principal C:ferential algebra A, and Hopf 
algebra H, . 
(b) The Hopf ideal corresponding to the intermediate C-ferential field 
L, is H. HT. 
(c) H, H L , gives a l-l correspondence between the Hopf subalgebras 
of H and the intermediate C-ferential fie1d.s which are PV over K. 
Proof (a) A , = 0 - ‘(A Ok H,) is a C-ferential algebra containing K. By 
(1.9), L, is a C-ferential field. We claim the isomorphism p: A Ok H ‘v 
A 0 K A induces an isomorphism A, Ok H, N A, OK A,, which will yield the 
pair (A,, H,) satisfies condition (ii) of (2.3) for L,/K. First, u(A, Ok H,) 
contains A, @r A, since QA,) c A, Ok H,. Hence, we have only to show 
H, c A, 0 K A,. The inclusion H + A 0 K A is a right H-comodule map if 
we give the comodule structure on A OK A from the right component. 
Hence we have H, c A 0 K A,. Applying the antipode or the twist map, we 
see H,cA,@,A, hence H,cA,@rA, yielding theclaim. 
(b) This is easy. 
(c) Let L I L, II K be C-ferential fields, where L,/K is a PV exten- 
sion with principal algebra A, and Hopf algebra H,. Obviously A, c A, 
hence H, c H, a Hopf subalgebra. The p-isomorphism A, Ok H, ?: 
A, OK A, induces a left A-isomorphism A Ok H, ‘v A@, A,, which shows 
A, is the ( ), part of (A, 0) relative to H, . This means L, comes from H, , 
Q.E.D. 
The pointed irreducibility assumption is only used to deduce that the 
quotient field L, of A, is C-ferential. The assumption is unnecessary if 
L, = A,. For example, if L = A in the beginning, then Theorem (2.9) is 
valid for general (cocommutative) coalgebra C. 
We have a l-l correspondence between normal Hopf ideals and Hopf 
subalgebras of a commutative Hopf algebra over a field [ 10, Theorem 4.3, 
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p. 2611. Proposition (2.8)(c) means if Z++ M in (2.7) then M/K is a PV 
extension if and only if I is normal. In particular, if H is cocommutative, it
follows that all intermediate C-ferential fields between L and K are PV 
extensions of K. 
(2.9a) EXAMPLE. Let L = K(x) with x primitive over K (2Sa). We have 
H = k[I] with a primitive element 1. First, assume char(k) = 0. Then H has 
no non-trivial Hopf subalgebra. It follows that there is no proper inter- 
mediate C-ferential field between L and K. Next, assume char(k) = p > 0. If 
q(X) is a p-polynomial in k[X], i.e., a k-linear combination of monomials 
Xfl”, then q(x) is primitive over K, since 
4(4=4(1 OKX---XO,Y l)= 1 OKq(x)-q(x)OK 1 
is a constant. The intermediate C-ferential field K(q(x)) corresponds to the 
Hopf subalgebra k[q(l)]. It is well known that all Hopf subalgebra of H is 
of this form. It follows that the only intermediate C-ferential fields between 
K(x) and K are the K(q(x)) with p-polynomials q(X) in /?[A’], and we have 
K(q(x)) = K(r(x)) iff k[q(l)] = k[r(l)] for two p-polynomials q(X) and 
r(X). 
(2.9b) EXAMPLE. Let L= K(x) with x exponential over K (2Sa). We 
have H = k[g, g ‘1 with a group-like element g. If g has order n (possibly 
infinite), it follows as above that the only intermediate C-ferential fields 
between K(x) and K are the K(xd) with d dividing n (d 2 0 if n = uz ). 
We will restate the main results in terms of group schemes. 
When L/K is a PV extension of C-ferential fields with Hopf algebra H, 
the corresponding affme group scheme 
G(L/K) = Speck(H) 
is called the PV group scheme for L/K. This plays the role of Galois group 
for Galois extensions (cf. [3, (3.4), p. 191). 
(2.10) THEOREM. Let LJK he a PV extension of C-ferentialfields. 
(a) If M is an intermediate C-ferential field of LJK, then LJM is a PV 
extension and the PV group scheme G(G/M) is identtfied with a closed sub- 
group scheme of G(L/K). The map M H G(L/M) gives a l-l correspondence 
between the intermediate C-ferential fields of LJK and the closed subgroup 
schemes of G(LJK). 
(b) Assume the coalgebra C is pointed irreducible. Under the 
correspondence of (a), MJK is a PV extension {f’ and only> (f 
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G(L/M) 4 G(L/K). If this is the case, the PV group scheme G(M/K) is 
nuturall isomorphic to the quotient group .scheme G(L/K)/G(L/M). 
Part (a) is a restatement of (2.8). Part (b) follows from (2.9) and 
[ 10, Sect. 51. 
To conclude the section we present another application of (2.6) which 
will be used in the last section. 
(2.11) THEOREM. The principal C-ferential algebra A of a PV extension 
is a simple C-ferential algebra, i.e., it has no nontrioial C-ferential ideal. 
ProoJ Let H be the Hopf algebra. Let Zc A be a non-zero C-ferential 
ideal. By the proof of (2.6)(a), L OK Z= a,. (L OK A) for a uniquely deter- 
mined ideal a, c H. We have then 
It follows that a, = H. Hence LOK Z= L OK A, yielding I= A. Q.E.D. 
(2.12) EXAMPLE. Let L = K(x,) with a GL,-primitive X= (x,). We use 
the notation of (2.5~). Note that 
GL,i = Spec, k[ T,,, det( T,,) -‘] 
with coalgebra structure 
It follows that the map 
QT,,, det(T,) -‘I -, ff, T, I--+ br, 
is a surjective homomorphism of Hopf algebras over k. This Hopf algebra 
map induces a closed embedding of affme group schemes 
CT: G(LIK) --* GL,, a w a(B). 
Thus, if the PV extension L/K is generated by a GL,-primitive, then its PV 
group scheme G(L/K) is identified with a closed subgroup scheme of GL,. 
3. SPLITTING FIELDS 
The coalgebra C is pointed irreducible in this section. 
(3.0) DEFINITION. Let L/K be an extension of C-ferential fields, and let 
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V be a C-ferential K-module. We say V splits in L/K, or L/K is a splitting 
field for V if there is an injectiue homomorphism of C-ferential L-modules 
L@,V+L’ 
for some power L’ of L. Let K( V) be the smallest C-ferential subfield of L 
containing K and the images f(V) for all K, C-linear maps f: V + L. If in 
addition L = K( V), we say L/K is a minimal splitting field for V. 
Call an L-subspace D c Hom.( V, L) dense if the dual map LOK V + 
Hom,(D, L) is injectiue. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let L/K and V be as above. 
(a) Lf V splits in L/K, every C-ferential K-submodule of V splits in 
L/K. 
(b) If V splits in L/K, it splits in K( V)/K. 
(c) V splits in L/K if and only if the canonical injective L-linear map 
(1.8)(d) 
LO,,HomK,,(V, L)+Hom.(V,L) 
has a dense image. 
(d) Assume V has finite dimension d over K. Then 
dim Lo Horn K, c (V, L) 6 d and the following are equivalent: 
(i) V splits in L/K, 
(ii) LO,, Horn,,, (V, L) 5 Hom,( V, L), 
(iii) dim, Horn&V, L) = d, 
(iv) The C-ferential L-module LQK V is isomorphic to Ld, 
(v) There is an injective map of C-ferential L-modules 
L6JK V+ L” for some integer n. 
(e) Let W be a C-ferential K-submodule of V. If V splits in L/K and if 
dim K W < CO, then the restriction res.: Horn K, c( V, L) -+ Horn K, c( W, L) is 
surjective. 
Proof Part (a) follows directly from definition. Part (b) (resp. (c)) 
follows since any K, C-linear map V + L’ has image in K( V) ’ (resp. 
factors through Homb(Homm J V, L), L)). (d) The inequality and 
(i) o (ii) o (iii) follows from (c). (iv) 3 (v) * (i) is obvious. (iii) * (iv). 
For an L,-base f,, . . . . fd for Horn, J V, L), the map (f,, . . . . fd): V+ Ld 
induces an isomorphism of C-ferential L-modules LOK V N Ld. Part (e) 
follows since L@ Lo res., which has a dense image in Hom,( W, L) by (c), is 
surjective. Q.E.D. 
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For u 1, . . . . U, in L, we denote by K(u,, . . . . u,) the smallest C-ferential 
subfield of L containing K and u I, . . . . u,. 
(3.2) EXAMPLE. Let L/K be an extension of C-ferential fields. Assume 
Us, . . . . U,E L are linearly independent over L,. By (1.5), there are m 
elements 12 1, . . . . h, in T(C+) such that the matrix IV= (h,(u,)) is invertible. 
Put 
u = (ug , . . . . u,), h(u) = (h(u,), . ..) h(Q) E L” 
for h in T(Cf). Assume h(u)W-‘EK” for all hot. If we put 
Y=K.h,(u)i- .f. +K.h,(u)cL”, this assumption yields hi Y for all 
hi T(C+). Hence V is the cyclic C-ferential K-submodule generated by u. 
Since {h,(u), . . . . h,(u)) is an L-base for L”, we have L 0 iy V = L”, i.e., V 
splits in L/K. If further LO= K,, we have K(V) = K(u,, . . . . u,) since 
Horn, J V, L) is generated over LO by m projections. 
(3.3) THEOREM. For an extension of C-ferential fields L/K with the same 
field of constants k = LO = K,, the following are equivalent: 
(a) L/K is a finitely generated P V extension. (By finitely generated we 
mean L= K(u,, . . . . u,} for some ul, . . . . u,). 
(b) L/K is a minimal splitting fieldfor a cyclic C~~ere~tia~ K-module of 
finite dimension over K. 
(c) L/K is a minimal s~~itting~eldfor a C-ferential K-moduie qffinite 
dimension over K. 
(d) There is some invertible matrix X = (x,.) E GL,(L) such that 
L=K(x,,) andc(X)X-‘EM,(K), where c(X)=(c(xi,)), for all CEC. 
Proof: (a) * (b). Let A and H be the principal algebra and the Hopf 
algebra for L/K. Let 0: A + A Ok H be the canonical comodule structure 
(2.4)(c). By assumption, there are finite elements ur, . . . . U,E A, which are 
linearly independent over k, which span an H-comodule (cf. [S, 
Corollary 2.1.4, p. 43]), and such that L= K(u,, . . . . u,). By (1.5), there are 
m elements h r, . . . . h,,, E T(C ‘) such that the matrix W= ~hi~~~)) is inver- 
tible. We claim the assumption of (3.2) is satisfied. The existence of the 
required cyclic C-ferential K-module follows from there. Write 
@(u,)= f u,Ok b,, b,e H. 
,=I 
This means 
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1 o.w,)=~ (hi(U l)b,,, 
i.e., 1 OK W= (WOK l)B, where B = (b,). It follows that we have 
BE GL,(L 0 K L). On the other hand, we have for h E T(C ‘) 
l0 K h("j) = C ChCus) 0 K l lb., 
yielding 
This means the assumption of (3.2): h(u) W-’ E K” for all hi T(C+). 
(b) = (c) is obvious. (c) * (d). Let ul, . . . . v, be a K-base for the C-ferential 
K-module V for which L/K is a minimal splitting field. Let fI, . . . . j”, be a k- 
base for Horn&V, L). Put X= (x0) with x0 =f,(uJ. Then XE GL,(L) and 
L = K( x,, ) by assumption. If for c E C 
then we have 
4x,) = c LXY, 
yielding c(X)X-’ E M,,(K). (d) S- (a) follows from (2.5~). Q.E.D. 
Let L/K be a finitely generated PV extension of C-ferential fields. 
Example (3.2) and (a) * (b) of (3.3) give a general procedure to get a 
(cyclic) C-ferential K-module for which L/K is a minimal splitting field. 
Namely, with the standard notation, first find an H-subcomodule of finite 
k-dimension M of A which generates L/K. If {u,, . . . . u,} is a k-base of M, 
then L/K is a minimal splitting field for the cyclic C-ferential K-submodule 
V of L” generated by u = (u , , . . . . u,). The K-dimension of V is equal to m, 
the k-dimension of M. 
(3.3a) EXAMPLE. Assume L = K(x,) with a GL,-primitive X= (x,,). Use 
the notation of (2.5~). We construct two C-ferential K-modules V, and V,, 
for which L/K is a minimal splitting field. The first one V, is cyclic, and we 
have 
dim, V, <n*, dim. V,=n. 
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Let M be the k-linear span of (xi,}. It is an H-subcomodule of A since we 
have 
Let V, be the cyclic C-ferential K-module constructed as above with M. 
Then dim. V, = dim, M <n*. Let V, be the K-linear span in L” of the row 
vectors x, , . . . . x, of the matrix X. It is a C-ferential submodule of L” since 
we have 
c(x,)= i ais x.~3 16i<n, CEC, 
A=1 
where @c = (a&c)) E M,(K). It splits in L/K since LO K V, = L”. Obviously, 
L = K( V2). Thus L/K is a minimal splitting field for V, and V,. 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Let L/K be a finitely generated PV extension of 
C-ferential fields. The principal algebra A is u finitely generated K-algebra. 
L/K is a finitely generated field extension. The Hopf algebra H is a finitely 
generated k-algebra. 
Proof The first and second assertions follow from the proof of 
(d) + (a). Assume the K-algebra A is generated by a finite-dimensional 
(over k) H-comodule V. Take a finite-dimensional (over k) subcoalgebra 
Cc H such that 0(V) c VOk C. Then B(A) c A Ok k[C]. Since (3 induces 
P -‘: A@,A ‘v AOk H, it follows that H=k[C]. Q.E.D. 
Conversely, if the Hopf algebra H is a finitely generated k-algebra, then 
we have an ACC for Hopf ideals of H, i.e., an ACC for intermediate 
C-ferential fields of L/K. Hence the PV extension L/K is finitely generated. 
Call a C-ferential K-module V locally finite if each of its cyclic C-ferential 
K-submodules has a finite dimension over K. 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Let L/K be an extension of C-ferential fields having 
the same field of constants. It is a P V extension tf and only tf it is a minimal 
splitting field for some locally finite C-ferential K-module. 
Proof: “Only if” part. The Hopf algebra H of L/K is a union of finitely 
generated Hopf subalgebras. It follows from (2.9) that this means L 
is a union of finitely generated PV extensions, say L = lJ1 L,. Assume 
LA/K is a minimal splitting field for a C-ferential K-module VA of finite 
dimension over K. The direct sum V= oj, V, is a locally finite 
C-ferential K-module for which L/K is a minimal splitting field. “If” part. 
Assume L/K is a minimal splitting field for a locally finite C-ferential 
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K-module V. V is a union of C-ferentiai K-submodules of finite dimension 
over K, say V= Up V,. Each module V,, splits in L/R (3.1 )(a), hence its 
minimal splitting field L,, = K( V,) is a finitely generated PV extension of 
K by (3.3). Since any K, C-linear map V, -+ L is the restriction of a K, 
C-linear map V +L (3.1)(e), we have L= lJ,L,. If A, denotes the 
principal algebra of LJK, then one sees the union L = lJ,L, is a PV 
extension of K with principal algebra A = U,,A,. Q.E.D. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
In this section, the coalgebra C is pointed irreducible. 
Take a C-ferential field K and a C-ferential K-module V of finite dimen- 
sion over K. 
We ask whether there is a minimal splitting field L/K for V having the 
same field of constants. (Such an extension is finitely generated PV by 
(3.3).) We show (4.5) the answer is affirmative if k = K, is algebraically 
closed and if the bialgebra T(C + ) is a Birkhoff- Witt coalgebra. The 
minimal splitting field L/K is uniquely determined up to C-ferential 
isomorphism (4.6) (cf. [6, Proposition 13, p. 4121). 
For a vector space U, there is the cofree pointed irreducible cocom- 
mutative coalgebra B(U) on U [8, pp. 261-2711. We say a (pointed 
irreducible cocommutative) coalgebra is ~irkhoff-Witt if it is isomorphic to 
B(U) for some vector space U. If B is a Birkhoff-Witt coalgebra, then 
Hom(B, A) is a power series A-algebra for any algebra A [S, p. 2781. 
Hence, if A is reduced (resp. an integral domain), then so is the algebra 
Hom(B, A). 
If char(R) = 0, then any irreducible cocommutative bialgebra is a 
Birkhoff-Witt coalgebra [4, Corollary, 4.2.7(a), p. 2891. If char(R) = p > 0, 
there is a canonical l/p-linear coalgebra map [4, p. 2771 
Yc: C--+ R”J’QC. 
An irreducible cocommutative bialgebra B is a Birkhoff-Witt coalgebra if 
and only if the map YB is surjective [4, Corollary 4.2.7(b)]. 
We assume the bialgebra T(C + ) is a Birkhoff- Witt coalgebra in this sec- 
tion This is the case if char(R) = 0, or if char(R) > 0 and the coalgebra C 
has a surjective Y-map. If C is spanned by sequences of divided powers of 
infinite length, then the last assumption is fulfilled. 
The basic properties of Ritt algebras [S, pp. 12-131 hold for C-ferential 
algebras with the assumption. 
Recall there is a canonical injective C-ferential algebra map 
p: A + Hom(T(C+), A) 
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for any C-ferential algebra A (above (1.4)). We have: 
(i) Zf ZcA is a C-ferential ideal, then Z=Z7’(Hom(T(C+),Z)) 
(consider the P-map for A/Z), 
(ii) Zf Jc A is an ideal, then p -‘(Hom( T(C +), J)) is a C-ferential 
ideal of A. 
These properties will be used to deduce the following lemmas: 
(4.1) LEMMA. Zf Zc A is a C-ferential ideal of a C-ferential algebra, then 
the radical JZ= {a E A 1 an E Z for some n} is a C-ferential ideal, too. 
Proof: fi -‘(Hom(T(C+), A)) is a radical ideal since Hom( T(C +), 
A/J?) is reduced. Hence it contains fi by (i), yielding the claim. Q.E.D. 
(4.2) LEMMA. A radcical C-ferential ideal of a C-ferential algebra is an 
intersection of prime C-ferential ideals. 
Proof Let Z be the radical C-ferential ideal. It is an intersection of 
prime ideals, say I= nj.PI. Then Qj, =jj -‘(Hom(T(C+), P,)) is a prime 
C-ferential ideal, and we have 
z=P~‘(Hom(T(c+),z))=nQ Q.E.D. 
(4.3) COROLLARY. A maximal C-ferential ideal is prime. A simple 
C-ferential algebra is an integral domain. 
We preset a crucial theorem to answer the existence and uniqueness 
problem. Note that a simple C-ferential algebra is an integral domain (4.3) 
and its quotient field is a C-ferential field (1.9). 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let A be a simple C-ferential algebra over a C-ferential 
field K, which is a finitely generated K-algebra. Let L be the quotient field qf 
A. Zf K, is an infinite field, then the extension LO/K0 is algebraic. 
Proof. Assume there is c E L, which is transcendental over K,. Write 
c = b/a with a, b E A. Then A[ l/a] is a simple C-ferential algebra, too (1.9). 
Hence we can assume c E A. A,, contains the polynomial algebra KO[c], 
and we have AIK@,A, IK@, K,,[c] (1.3). Hence A contains the 
polynomial algebra K[c], which is a C-ferential K-algebra. By the nor- 
malization theorem [2, Corollaire 1, p. 613, there are f # 0 E K[c] and a 
subalgebra A 2 B 3 K[c] such that A[f ‘1 is integral (or entire) over 
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B[f -‘I and B is a polynomial K[c]-algebra. It follows that any prime 
ideal P c K[c] with f +! P can be lifted to a prime ideal of A [2, 
Theoreme 1, p. 381. We have P = PA A K[c] in particular. Now that K, is 
an infinite field, there is a E K, with f(u) # 0. Then P = (c - c() is a non- 
trivial prime C-ferential ideal of K[c] with f$ P. This will yield PA is a 
non-trivial C-ferential ideal of A since P = PA n K[c], a contradiction. It 
follows that L,/K, is algebraic. Q.E.D. 
We can prove the existence theorem: 
(4.5) THEOREM. Let K be a C-ferential field with an algebraically closed 
field of constants k. If the bialgebra T(C+) is a Birkhoff- Witt coalgebra, 
then any C-ferential K-module V of finite dimension over K has a minimal 
splitting field L/K which is a PV extension. 
ProoJ Let {v,, . . . . vn} be a K-basis for V. For CE C, write 
c(vi)= jJ a,,(c)u,, a,,(c) E K. 
,=I 
We define a C-ferential structure on A = K[X,,], the polynomial K-algebra 
in n2 indeterminates, by setting 
c(xi,) = i a,.,(c)& c E c. (4Sa) 
,=I 
Take a maximal C-ferential ideal M of A[d -‘I, where d = det(X,), and let 
L be the quotient field of A[d -‘l/M. It follows from (4.4) that L and K 
have the same constant field. Let x,, E L be the image of X, E A. Equation 
(4Sa) tells that X= (x!~)E CL,(L) is a CL,,-primitive over K. Hence 
L = K(x,) is a PV extension of K. With the notation of (3.3a), L/K is a 
minimal splitting field for V,, which is isomorphic to the original C-feren- 
tial K-module V under x, ++ v,, 1 < i < n. This proves the claim. Q.E.D. 
The simplicity theorem (2.11) will be used to prove the uniqueness. 
(4.6) THEOREM. With the notation and assumption of (4.5), let L,/K and 
L,/K be two minimal splitting fields for V which are PV extensions. There is 
an isomorphism of C-ferential fields L, 31 L, over K. 
Proof: Let Ai be the principal algebra of L,/K. They are simple C-feren- 
tial algebras (2.11). Let A4 be a maximal C-ferential ideal of the C-ferential 
algebra A = A, OK A,. There are inclusions of C-ferential K-algebras 
A, 4 A/M since A,n M= 0. Let L be the quotient field of A/M and let 
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I!: L, -+ L be the induced inclusions of C-ferential fields over K. L, = k by 
(4.4). Hence, comparison of dimensions over k yields (3.1 )(d)(iii) 
x, : Horn K, J I’, L ;) % Horn K, J V, L). 
This means j( I’) c x1 (L , ) n xz( L2) for all K, C-linear maps f: V--f L. Since 
L, are generated over K by the images of all K, C-linear maps V-+ L,, it 
follows that we have 
x,(L,)=xz(L,)=K<U in L. 
Hence 1; ’ (2 x, : L , 2 L,, a C-ferential isomorphism over K. Q.E.D. 
The existence (4.5) and uniqueness (4.6) results are true for fields with a 
set of higher derivations of infinite length in any characteristic in addition 
to d-fields in characteristic 0. 
The C-ferential K-isomorphism L, z L2 of (4.6) induces an isomorphism 
of principal algebras A l z A I. In the proof of (4.5), the principal algebra of 
L/K is A[d- ‘l/M. It follows that if M, and M, are two maximal C-feren- 
tial ideals of A[d- ‘1, the quotient C-ferential K-algebras A[d-‘l/M, and 
A[d ‘l/M2 are isomorphic with each other. 
APPENDIX: THE PV GROUP SCHEME 
AS AUTOMORPHISM GROUP SCHEME 
In this appendix we use the fact that afline group schemes are represen- 
table group functors [ 111. 
Let L/K be a PV extension of C-ferential fields with constant field k, 
principal algebra A, and Hopf algebra H. Let 
G = G( L/K) = Spec,( H) 
the PV group scheme. All group functors considered are k-group functors. 
Let T be a k-algebra. We have 
G(T) = Al&( H, T), 
which is a subgroup of units in the (non-commutative) algebra 
Hom,(H, T). The comodule structure (A, 0) (2.4)(c) defines a left action of 
the group G(T) on the algebra A Ok T. For (Y E G(T), put 
&z):A,A@,H* AO,T, 
which is a C-ferential K-algebra map. 
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(A. 1) LEMMA. A& C-~rentjaZ K-algebra maps A -+ A Ok T are of the 
form Ql(tl) with uniquely determined a. 
Proof: For a C-ferential K-algebra map f: A -+ A Ok T, consider the 
composite C-ferential A-algebra map 
A@,H-%A@,A~A@,T, 
where J is the left A-linear extension of J The composite is of the form 
10, M since it maps the constants H into T. This yields f = Cp(cr). Q.E.D. 
We will identify the map Q)(a) as an endomorphism of the C-ferential 
I(Ok T-algebra A Ok T to have a group homomorphism 
#: G(T) + Autc-fer. Ksskr-a,g.(A Ok T). 
The above lemma yields: 
(A.2) THEOREM. (a) All endomorphisms of the C-ferential KOk T- 
algebra A Ok T are automorphisms. 
(b) There is an isomorphism of group functors 
4 : GiLIf ‘v, Aut c.rw K-alg. (A 1. 
The right-hand side of (A.2)(b) means the group functor 
T++ Aut c+r. x’ @k r.alg. (A @k T). 
In particular, we have 
G(L/K)(k) 5 Aut c.rer. K.alg. (A ) = Aut c.,r.(L/K). 
(A.3) EXAMPLE. With the assumption and notation of (2.5~) and (2.12), 
let L = K(x,) with a GL,-primitive X= (xi,). We have a closed embedding 
of afftne group schemes 
CT: G(L!K) --+ GL,. 
On the other hand, if f is an automorph~sm of the C-ferential KOk T- 
algebra A Ok T, the matrix X-I .f(X) has entries in T. In fact, apply 
,f:A@KA-+A@kTtoB=(Y@K1)(l@,X)EGL,(H)andget ,&B)== 
X-‘*~(X)EGL,(T). If we put 
T(f) = x-.’ .f(X) 
we have an injective homomorphism of group functors 
5: Aukr,,~-a~g. (AI-+ G&i 
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(cf. [6, p. 4091). Since J(B) = z(S), the following diagram commutes: 
G(L/K) A Aut c-fer. K-alg. (A 1 
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